BOSS® KNIFE HAWK™ 6
GREEN HPPE/ GLASS/ POLY/ SPANDEX SHELL & Padded Palm. BLACK SANDY NITRILE PALM DIP. KNIT WRIST WITH COLOR-CODED HEM.
ANSI CUT LEVEL 6
SIZE: S-2X

HAND AWARENESS HPPE COLEFIN/ NYLON/ SPANDEX SHELL FOR MAXIMUM STRENGTH. PU COATED PALM, BREATHABLE BACK, & KNIT WRIST WITH COLOR-CODED HEM.
EN 388 (CUT LEVEL 3)
SIZE: S-2X

13 GAUGE GREEN NYLON SHELL WITH PU PALM DIP. BREATHABLE BACK. KNIT WRIST WITH COLOR-CODED HEM.
SIZE: S-X

GET THE GEAR

A & E: #3P035ON (JACKET) #3P035IN (BIBS)
HIGH-VIS. GREEN, POLY LINED, 35MM FLUORESCENT GREEN PVC RAIN JACKET & BIB OVERALLS. DETACHABLE HOOD, ADJUSTABLE ELASTIC SUSPENDERS, & STORM-FLY FRONT. NON-CORROSIVE, NON-CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC SNAPS. TAKE-UP SNAPS ON CUFFS & ANKLES. TWO PATCH POCKETS WITH SNAPS. NOTE: ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY. SIZES:M-5X

C: #1013: BOSS® FIRST AID KIT, ADHESIVE BANDAGES, CLEANSING TOWELETTES, SWABS, SAFETY PINS, EMERGENCY BLANKET, FIRST AID DRESSINGS, TWEETERS, TICK REMOVER, DISPOSABLE GLOVES, TAPE, SCISSORS, BURN GEL, & BURN LINT PAD.

D: #380500: POLY-MESH HIGH-VIS. SAFETY VEST. 2 CHEST POCKETS & 2 LOWER FLAP POCKETS. ZIP CLOSURE. SIZES: S-5X

E: #2KS6454: BOSS® 16" OVER-THE-SOCK BLACK PVC KNEE BOOT WITH CLEATED OUTER SOLE & CUSHIONED INSOLE. STEEL SHANK & TOE. WASHABLE NYLON LINING. PLEASE NOTE: PVC BOOTS CANNOT BE SHIPPED TO CA. SIZES: 9-13


PROTECT YOUR EYES!
GRAY POLYCARBONATE LENSES. BURNED SIDE SHIELDS, RUBBER NOSE PIECE.

#B504BG